We propose a method with high spatial resolution to detect fiber faults in a time-division multiplexing passive optical network (TDM-PON). A semiconductor laser serving as the probe light source is subjected to self-feedback caused by reflection at fiber faults. The feedback will induce the laser to generate chaos. Autocorrelation of the output time series shows the external cavity signature and, therefore, indicates the distance between the laser and the fiber fault. Each branch is identified by the marker that is formed by the inserted fiber Bragg grating (FBG) providing the feedback in each branch, and the faulty branch can be distinguished by the marker that has disappeared. Our proof-of-concept experiment demonstrates the identification of the faulty branch and the location of the fault point in an optical network simultaneously. This is achieved with a 6-km feeder fiber and realizes the 8-mm spatial resolution.
Introduction
The time-division multiplexed-passive optical network (TDM-PON) has been massively deployed in recent years since its point-to-multipoint network architecture has the best cost to performance ratio with high serial data-rate and a large capacity of transmission. To guarantee the quality of the communication service, a number of monitoring techniques have been developed [1] - [3] .
In the TDM-PON, the optical light transmitted from the central office is equally distributed to each branch by a power splitter. The monitoring signal in each branch is the same and so cannot be distinguished. Therefore, growing attention has been given to devising a monitoring technique which will uniquely identify any faulty branch. The most direct approach is to actively select each branch fiber to examine at the splitter [4] - [11] or optical network units' (ONUs) area [12] - [17] .
Another approach is to add some unique feature, which can be analyzed by the trace of the optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR), to identify each branch, such as fiber length [18] , wavelength [19] - [25] and code [26] - [28] . The third approach consists in analyzing the radio-frequency spectrum, where a different frequency is associated with each branch. The frequency feature can be generated by Brillouin frequency shifts of the fiber [29] , the resonance frequency between laser and reflector [30] , [31] , and the cavity mode of the "self-injection locked reflective semiconductor optical amplifier" (SL-ROSA) [32] , which replaces the laser in the ONU.
However, fault location problem remained an open issue for rapid maintenance. Some of the techniques mentioned above cannot realize fault location [1] , and others locate the fault by utilizing OTDR. The principle of OTDR involves a tradeoff between spatial resolution and measurable range. Generally, the spatial resolution is about several meters [33] or worse when the fault occurs at a distance of tens of kilometers [34] . This resolution is not suitable for densely deployed fibers in an optical access network. Ultra-short pulse techniques can improve spatial resolution, but expensive devices and complicated techniques are required [35] , [36] .
Correlation OTDR [37] is proposed to overcome the above-mentioned tradeoff. By utilizing a pseudorandom or random code sequences to modulate the monitoring laser, the fault can be located via the cross-correlation function between the reference signal and the backscattered signal. To decrease the operational expenditure, the monitoring laser can be replaced by a communication laser modulated by a pseudorandom code; however, the superimposed code degrades the quality of the communication if the code is not filtered out [38] . Due to the expense of the high-speed code generator and the wideband modulator, the modulation method cannot significantly improve the spatial resolution. Regarding the traffic signal as a random modulated code, the in-service monitoring method has been proposed [39] , [40] , which, however, cannot be applied in TDM-PON, because of the indistinguishable broadcasting form in each branch. Recently, much research shows that the chaotic laser has a random intensity fluctuation and an ideal thumbtack ambiguity function [41] . Moreover, the broad bandwidth of the chaos [42] - [46] can compensate for the bandwidth limitation of the electronic component. It has been used for high spatial resolution ranging [47] - [50] , even for the fault location in WDM-PON [51] . However, chaos detection has not been utilized in the TDM-PON monitoring.
In this work, we present a method with high spatial resolution for TDM-PON monitoring, utilizing a chaotic laser subject to optical feedback. The feedback is provided by the reflection of the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) or fault point. We demonstrate a proof-of-concept experiment and realize fault location together with branch identification.
Principle
A fiber fault can cause Fresnel reflection at the break surface because of the mismatching refractive indexes of the fiber and the surrounding air. In the technique of fault diagnosis, the operator must receive the fault information, accompanying the reflected test light, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . By analyzing the original transmitted and reflected signals, the fault information can be acquired, e.g., in the OTDR technique, the distance relates to the round trip time of the pulse between the operator and the fault point; the received power relates to the attenuation of the fault. The test light in the fiber is usually emitted from a semiconductor laser. Without any other intervention in the transmission direction of the laser light, the reflection from the fault will directly feed back to the semiconductor laser. This is a typical structure for chaos generation.
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , returning a fraction of the laser emission into the semiconductor laser will result in chaos output [52] - [54] . The mirror and laser cavity's surface consist of an external cavity with a cavity length L. The reflection of the fault may induce chaos in the monitoring laser where L is the distance from the laser to the fault.
With the extensive studies on chaotic lasers [55] , [56] , it has been shown that the length of the external cavity, known as the "external cavity signature," can be extracted from the output of the chaotic laser. This may be achieved using several methods, such as auto-correlation function (ACF), delay mutual information [57] , [58] , power spectrum analysis [59] or permutation entropy [60] . Here, we use the ACF method to extract the signature. Fig. 1(c) shows the ACF of the chaotic laser subject to optical feedback. Except for the main peak, there are two symmetrical side-lobes corresponding to the signature at the position of AE2L=c, where c is the speed of light. According to this relationship, the length of the external cavity is acquired. However, the existence of this signature is recognized as a nuisance in previous chaos applications, because it corresponds to a periodicity of the chaotic laser in contrast to the random oscillating property. More recently, researchers proposed many complicated feedback mechanisms or restricted feedback conditions to suppress or conceal this signature [44] , [57] , [61] - [66] . This indicates the difficulty of the elimination of this signature in the typical simple feedback structure. Therefore, the reflection of the fault can perturb the semiconductor laser to generate chaos and the fault position can be located via the external cavity signature. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of our proposed monitoring method for the TDM-PON. In the TDM-PON, an optical line terminal is linked to the optical network units (ONUs) by a feeder fiber, a power splitter, and branch fibers. A semiconductor laser without an inbuilt isolator is used as the monitoring light source. In each branch, a FBG is inserted close to the ONU. The FBG has the same central wavelength with the probe laser and can then reflect the laser light back. The ACF can be calculated in the central office utilizing a small part of the laser light after being converted into an electrical signal by a photodetector. If all fibers in the TDM-PON are healthy, the corresponding FBG serves as an external reflector and induces chaos in the laser. Consequently, the position of this FBG can be read by the external cavity signature. Therefore, the location of the FBG is used as a mark to identify the branch fiber. If a branch fiber has a breakpoint, the feedback from the characteristic grating greatly reduces or disappears and a new feedback rises from the fault. Consequently, the signature of the FBG disappears and a new signature appears corresponding to the position where the breakpoint occurs. According to this change in signature, the broken branch fiber and the position of the breakpoint can be identified. It is worth noting that the wavelength of the probe laser can be chosen to be different from the communication wavelength in the TDM-PON to avoid interference. Furthermore the monitoring laser light can be coupled into the feeder fiber utilizing a wavelength division multiplexor. In addition, the FBGs' bandwidth should be larger than the linewidth of the probe laser in a chaotic state so that the FBGs act as a mirror reflection and then yield a strong cavity signature to mark the branches clearly.
Method and Experimental Results
In our proof-of-concept experiment, we use a 1 Â 4 power splitter consisting of three 50:50 couplers to construct a TDM-PON with four branches and the feeder fiber is a 6-km single-mode fiber. The interference between communication and monitoring signals can be avoided by using a probe wavelength different from the communication wavelength. We did not introduce the optical line terminal into the experiment for the sake of convenience. In this case, all the FBGs can be replaced by fiber mirrors. The four reflectors with 90% reflectivity are placed in the corresponding branches at about 9, 10, 12 and 12.5 m after the power splitter. A distributed feedback laser diode without any isolator operating at 1550 nm is utilized as the probe laser. The laser is biased at 1.6 times the threshold current and has an output power of 2.0 mW. Through an optical coupler, 99% of the light is injected into the TDM-PON, and 1% is used for analysis. A photodetector with a 12-GHz bandwidth (Newport 1544B), a real-time oscilloscope with a 36-GHz bandwidth (LeCory LabMaster 10-36 Zi) and a radio-frequency spectrum analyzer with a 26.5-GHz bandwidth (Agilent N9020A) are used to record the output of the probe laser.
First, we measure the healthy PON and use the result as a reference, which we suggest should be implemented when the fiber network is installed. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the output intensity of the probe laser changes from a noisy stable state (gray) into a chaotic state (blue) with a larger fluctuation due to the feedback from the characteristic reflectors. The power spectrum of the chaotic signal is plotted in Fig. 3(b) , illustrating a much stronger power than the noise and a wide bandwidth of chaos signal. Fig. 3(c) shows the ACF trace of the chaotic intensity waveform and the maximum value is normalized. Four correlation peaks at 6073.341, 6074. 590, 6076.023, and 6076.330 m are clearly identified and used to mark the corresponding branches. The tiny peaks around them are caused by the oscillation between each reflector, and the distinct level of the main peak is influenced by the slightly different feedback strength from each reflector. We ignore these tiny peaks and the main peak's distinct level because they have no role in our monitoring method. Since the distance between the reflector and the ONU in the real PON is small, we can ignore it and regard the marking peaks in ACF as the ONUs' contribution. We emulated a breakpoint by using an open connector at the beginning of branch 2. In this case, the feedback to the probe laser comes from the reflection of the breakpoint and the marking reflectors in other branches. Fig. 4 plots the corresponding ACF trace. By comparing it with the reference trace (gray line), one can find that the second marking peak disappears and another short peak appears at 6066.274 m. This means that both the fault and the corresponding branch are identified. Furthermore, the spatial resolution is estimated by the full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM) of the correlation peak. The inset in Fig. 4 plots the magnified correlation peaks of the fault. It is found that the FWHM of the correlation peak is 8 mm which relates to the bandwidth of the chaos [51] . If the fault occurs in the feeder fiber, there is only feedback from reflection of the breakpoint. All peaks marking branches will disappear and a new peak will emerge between the operator and these marking peaks. This correlation peak corresponds to the external cavity signature of the fault feedback. We remark that it is hard to differentiate faults whose distances are within a small range of 8 mm, i.e. the spatial resolution, due to the overlap of correlation peaks, while the probability of the occurrence of overlap is very low.
Finally, we demonstrate the radio-frequency spectrum and optical spectral of the chaotic laser with or without fault occurs. Note that the fault occurs in branch 2 and the optical spectra are measured by an optical spectrum analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 0.02 nm (YOKOGAWA AQ6370C). As shown in Fig. 5 , the gray curves are the laser output with no Fig. 4 . Experiment result (blue) of the fault occurs in branch 2. The gray curve is the ACF of the healthy PON (see Fig. 3(c) ) for the monitoring comparison. The disappeared peak (ONU 2) indicates the fault branch and the emerged peak reflects the fault position. The inset one is the magnification of the fault peak to analyze the spatial resolution. feedback, blue curves are the chaotic laser with four FBG's feedback, and the red curves are the chaotic laser when fault occurs in branch 2. Obviously, there is no significant difference on the spectra before and after the fault occurs.
Discussion
It should be recalled from extensive previous work that the state of the chaos is closely related to the strength of the optical feedback. Moreover, the characteristic of the external cavity signature in ACF can be influenced by the chaos state. Therefore, we utilize a theoretical model based on the Lang-Kobayashi rate equations [67] to analyze the relationship between the signature in the ACF curve and the reflectivity of the reflector. The intrinsic parameters of the laser are taken from Ref. [42] and the reflector sites at 1.3 m with the reflectivity changing from 0.00001 to 0.15. The sampling rate is set as 80 GS/s. As shown in Fig. 6(a) , we demonstrate the evolution of the signature's level. The level first decreases rapidly to the lowest point and then rises slowly to a stable value which is consistent with the previous research [61] , [68] . The reflectivity at the inflection point, i.e. the lowest signature-level point, is about 0.0012, which indicates the emergence of strong chaos [69] , [70] . We set bias currents at 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 and 2.4 times the laser threshold current to analyze and acquire similar results. It should be point out that the signature is still identified when the reflectivity is 0.00001. This reflectivity evaluates the measurable length of a fiber link. Assuming the reflection level of a fault is −20 dB, and total insertion loss is −5 dB, the method can afford a fiber round-trip loss of 25 dB. Considering the fiber loss coefficient is 0.2 dB/km, the monitoring fiber length can reach 62.5 km. For the splitting number, 25 dB can afford 16 branches.
Furthermore, we illustrate the FWHM of the ACF in the state of the laser for alternate reflection, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Due to the similar overall behavior for the different currents in Fig. 6(a) , we only plot the variation curve with 1.6 times at threshold current. The inset figures show the magnified ACF curve at the position corresponding to the external reflector. In the situation with low reflectivity, the wide oscillated curve makes the peak diverge from the accurate position. The FWHM of the wide oscillated peaks is estimated by the envelope, colored in red. We find that the maximum FWHM is just 1.1 m, which can satisfy the demands of standard monitoring, and decreases rapidly to the stable value of 2 mm.
For chaos generation with multiple reflectors, there are multiple sets of external-cavity modes. These modes have a slight gain competition (the laser mode gets most of the gain) in laser cavity and thus affect each other slightly. We believe that this effect has no influence on our measurement of fiber faults in general. The reason is that the fiber fault is identified by the disappearance of the marking correlation peak and the appearance of the fault-induced signature peak. The appearance or disappearance of signature peak is only determined by whether the fault exists or not. It should be pointed out that the radio-frequency spectrum analyzer and optical spectrum analyzer are not required for measurement. The high-performance scope is just used to record the time series of the chaotic signal and it can be replaced by a data acquisition card. According to our previous results in [51] , a data acquisition card with 3-4 GHz bandwidth is sufficient for a spatial resolution of about 1 cm.
In addition, the present experiment can only capture the reflective events which can induce chaos in the monitoring laser. Dynamic range and high spatial resolution can be increased by the amplification of the laser light. While similar to the other techniques in TDM-PON monitoring, we cannot distinguish and locate multi-faults at the same time. These challenges remain to be studied further.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a technique for fiber fault monitoring in TDM-PON by utilizing the external cavity signature of a semiconductor laser with optical feedback. The FBGs in each branch provide the optical feedback to the laser, which then becomes a chaos generation system with multi-feedback. According to the appearance and disappearance of cavity length signatures, we can distinguish the faulty branch and locate the fault point simultaneously. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of our concept, and the spatial resolution is decreased to 8 mm compared with the meters resolution in [33] . This method combines the subjects of the nonlinear dynamic laser and the TDM-PON monitoring, and lots of works is worth deep-going researching. We believe that the simple structure with one semiconductor laser and same FBGs can dramatically decrease the operational expenditure and be worthy of further attention.
